The cell contains constant concentrations of solutes and macromolecules except during stress, when compatible solutes accumulate in the cytosol. Molecular crowding in the cell results in protein association that allows the channeling of intermediates and thus increasing metabolic efficiency. Multienzymatic complexes (or metabolons) are anchored in a dynamic cytoskeleton. It is suggested that the efficiency of cellular metabolism depends on the enzymatic organization. In addition, metabolon probably protect enzymes in a metabolic pathway from the deleterious effects of stress. It was decided to examine whether glycolytic enzymes associate with actin and whether association confers higher stability to the different enzymes. Enzyme association was assessed by co-immunoprecipitation of actin with glycolytic enzymes in the presence or absence of compatible solutes. The whole fermentation pathway was also assayed in the presence of increasing compatible solutes. Actin stabilized the glycolytic pathway making a more efficient pathway even in the presence of a compatible solute. By contrast, depolymerization of actin did not affect fermentation.
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